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Our Strategy
Cultivate individuals’ ability to use introspection, empathy,
and critical thinking as tools for analyzing the moral and
ideological assumptions that propel our social and political
actions.
Provide an open but respectful space for people to explore
and challenge the views of others as well as their own
preconceptions.
Examine the ethics of both consumption and production of
the media through which morally and politically divisive
issues are explored and framed.

Events
Vaccine Mandates
Our first event revolved around the controversial topic of
implementing a vaccine mandate at the university level. Right
before the school year, the University made a controversial
decision to not implement a vaccine mandate. This led to
backlash and the growth of groups that wanted a vaccine
mandate, such as “Vax UNC Now.” This event asked questions
centered around the concepts of individual liberty versus
collective good, and how not implementing a vaccine
mandate could affect those who are immunocompromised.

Chappelle Special
We hosted a screening and moderated discussion of the
comedy special ‘The Closer”, which had drawn wide criticism
for Chappelle’s jokes about the trans community. The event,
entitled “Punching Lines”, centered around how competing
claims of privilege and disadvantage define the boundaries of
ethical comedy. With a record turnout of 26, the screening
was met with mixed reactions, which made for a fruitful
discussion.

Community Engagement
The members of our pod headed to the quad on campus and gave out
snacks while asking every passerby for their thoughts or opinions on
Dave Chappelle's controversial special 'The Closer' 45+ UNC
community members visited our booth and shared a diverse set of
opinions. Some students suggested we not screen the special because
it was too controversial, some had seen it while others had not. Other
students were conflicted while others still were happy we were
showing the special and opening a space to discuss the various topics
the special rises. While some students were hesitant to have their
opinions collected as data, many were eager to step up to our
whiteboard and tally their vote.

Future Plans
Critical Race Theory
We plan to host a panel discussion on the topic of Critical
Race Theory followed by a Q&A. While we were unable to fit
the event into this year, we hope that a panel and discussion
event can provide a space for learning to establish a shared,
but nuanced understanding of issues that can serve as a
starting point for productive dialogue.

Affirmative Action
As seen, most students did not
have a firm opinion. Of those
with a firm opinion, a slight
majority felt it was offensive
rather than funny. The success of
this event also provides an
example of our intention to
continue on with social media
engagement designed to facilitate
discussion and collect data
regarding the diversity of opinion
in our communities.

Tangentially related, we have compiled different perspectives
on the topic of Affirmative Action to release as an overview of
the discussion. Rather than presenting one argument and
attempting to defend it, we map out the conversation and
show how divergent conclusions could result from good-faith
reasoning.
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